
1. 5G functionality requires compatible network connection and tariff. 2. Separate licenses may be required from 
Microsoft and Cisco. 3. Enterprise Edition only available on Samsung Galaxy S21 5G Grey & Samsung Galaxy S21 Ultra 
5G Black variants. 4. Doorstep exchange with Samsung gold stock. 5. Cable sold separately. 6. S Pen only compatible 
with S21 Ultra 5G. S Pen is sold separately. 

See the potential with the  
ultimate tool for business

In a rapidly changing business environment, creativity and 

collaboration are pivotal to remaining competitive. Galaxy S21 5G is 

the new power phone that’s packed with features to give you the 

flexibility to survive and grow, undisrupted. A next-level 5G device that’s 

a step above the rest. With hyper-fast connectivity1, it’s designed to be 

your anywhere office—delivering an entire suite of mobile technology, 

business applications, support and services to ensure your employees 

can be more innovative than ever. 

And through Samsung’s partnership with Microsoft and Cisco2, the 

Galaxy S21 5G series works smoothly with collaboration platforms like 

Teams and WebEx, giving you a seamless experience in or out of the 

office. Combining all that with the ultra-powerful camera makes this 

the ultimate tool for expression.

Work from your phone whenever, wherever with 
Enterprise Edition3

A disrupted business environment has 

seen teams having to adapt quickly 

to remain creative and productive. 

Samsung Enterprise Edition gives 

you the tools to meet this challenge; 

a complete package of mobile 

technology and services designed  

to give you more. More choice,  

more control and more protection.

Setup is a breeze. Getting all your 

devices logged on to your mobility 

platform is simple with Knox Mobile 

Enrolment. Our QuickStart service 

will also help you to get everything 

configured just the way you want it, 

so there’s no need to worry if you’ve 

never done it before. Plus, you can fully 

configure all your devices while they’re 

still in the box, so when your employees 

get them, they’re all ready to go.

With more and more people working 

remotely, support and security are 

crucial. With Enterprise Edition you get 

3 years enhanced support and 4 years 

of security updates . Next day doorstep 

replacement, wherever your employees 

and devices are, means you don’t need 

to fear unforeseen accidents4. And Knox 

security helps you be sure that your 

information is safe, whether it’s in the 

office or anywhere else.

Unique Partnerships  
Take your office everywhere

Powerful Connectivity 
Work faster and smarter

Wireless DeX for PC5 
A PC-like experience

Samsung Notes  
with S Pen6  
Find new ways to  

express yourself

Samsung Knox  
for Security 
Advanced security  

from the chip up

Camera 
New ways to express  

through photo and video

Battery
Longer battery life for  

optimal performance

Display
Smarter, brighter,  

smoother viewing

S21 5G Series
Samsung Galaxy

Galaxy S21 5G | S21+ 5G | S21 Ultra 5G



Design:
-  75.6 x 165.1 x 8.9mm, 228g

-  Gorilla Glass Victus

-  AL7s10 Metal Frame

-  IP68

Display:
-  6.8”

-  3200 x 1440 WQHD+ (515ppi)

-  Dynamic AMOLED 2X (Up to 

120HZ Adaptive)

Battery:
-  5,000mAh

-  4.5W Wireless PowerShare

-  25W Super Fast Charging

-  15W Fast Wireless Charging

Camera:
-  Rear Ultra Wide: 12MP(2PD) AF F2.2 1/2.55” 1.4µm

- Rear Wide: 108MP(PD) OIS, F1.8 1/1.33” 0.8µm (new)

- Rear Tele 1: 10MP (*3x 2PD) OIS F2.4 1/3.24” 1.22µm

- Rear Tele 2: 10MP (*10x 2PD) OIS F4.9 1/3.24” 1.22µm

- Rear ToF: Laser AF

- Front Wide: 40MP(PD) AF F2.2 1/2.8” 0.7µm

Memory:
- 128 / 256 / 512GB

- 12GB / 16GB RAM

gb

Audio:
-  Stereo Speakers 

sound by AKG

- Dolby Atmos

4x

Additional Features:
- 5G2

-  Ultrasonic Fingerprint, 

Secure Processor

-  Samsung Pay (MST + NFC)

S21 5G Series
Samsung Galaxy

Galaxy S21 5G | S21+ 5G | S21 Ultra 5G

1. S Pen only compatible with S21 Ultra 5G. Pen is sold separately. 2. 5G functionality requires compatible network connection and tariff. 

Special interface:
-   Bluetooth S Pen (42ms)1

-  Samsung DeX for PC / 

TV / Monitor

-  Samsung DeX Wireless 

Connection for TV

Technical Specifications

Processor: 
-   Exynos 2100,  

5 nanometer


